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PRESIDENT'S CORNER
When I was a kid and first began
doing household chores, I
discovered how futile certain
tasks can seem. You clean a
room and the next week, the dust
is back and don’t get me started
on bathrooms or kitchens. Ack!
Even now, I sometimes feel like
Sisyphus when I look at
housework. And certainly piano service can have that sense as well. You tune a piano and
does it stay in tune indefinitely? No, but of course, that’s how we are able to make a living
in this profession. Still, there are times when I think, it would be nice if the voicing would
last forever, or the screws wouldn’t become loose again or the piano would never go out of
regulation. There are days when it seems so pointless. But rather than look at the situation
through the lens of Sisyphus, I’ve come to look at it through the lens of the Mandala, the
Tibetan sand paintings. Monks spend days if not weeks making elaborate patterns with
colored sand only to destroy them soon after completion. It’s supposed to symbolize the
impermanence of life. Yet there is something wonderful about creating that beauty and
being a part of that process and surely that is what we should bear in mind as we work on
pianos. We are part of the wonderful music that comes from those instruments when they
are tuned and voiced and regulated. Our goal is not to simply complete a task, but to be part
of a marvelous process, even if it is fleeting. Music, too, is a temporal art, even in this age
of recordings. Of course, our task is also to find ways to make it last as long as possible in
addition to being beautiful and that is something we strive for our whole careers.
Kim Hoessly, RPT
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Chapter Meeting Minutes
February 16, 2016

The meeting was held at Solich Piano Columbus.
Attendance:

Kim Hoessly, Ron Kenreich, Chris Burget, David
Chadwick, John Schmoll, David Stang, and guests Todd
Cramer, and Phil Walpole
Teasurer's Report:
$1879.36

Old Business:

Previously, an Associates Day for Technical Exam prep
had been discussed for March. In the near future an
email will be sent to the members asking for when
would be a good time for them. June had been
suggested.
An auction of Don Carle's inventory of tools and
supplies was discussed. Ben Wiant, Mark Ritchie, and
John Schmoll may also place items in the auction. No
firm dates were set, but May 7 or 21, or sometime in
June, are possibilities.
Upcoming meetings will include: March 15, Mark
Ritchie, Key Bushing, Location TBA; April 19, Ben
Wiant, Concert Prep, Graves Piano?; May 17, Larry
Messrly, CERVP, Keytop Repair, location TBA.
New Business:

Different times for holding meetings was discussed.
Suggestions included meeting earlier on Tuesdays, or on
Fridays around 4pm, or so. This question will also be
sent to the members via email so we can survey if
changes are desired.

Don Mannino, of Kawai America, will be offering his
technical presentation “Shigeru Kawai Full Service” on
May 31, at 4pm. Location TBA, but most likely at
Solich Piano Columbus. This will NOT take the place of
our regular meeting held two weeks before.
David Chadwick is considering being the Chapter
Delegate to the Convention this summer in Norfolk, VA.

Butts & Flanges

David Stang recently serviced a Baldwin Electric
Harpsichord, and here are some photos he submitted
and a few links describing the instrument.

"You may be interested in this info about the Electric
Harpsichord. Here's some history and explanation 
http://www.hubharp.com/pdf/Baldwinsmall.pdf
Here's a little demo 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1Ybi2T75pzk

I have attached photos of the one I'm working on. It's
52" long. Note the pickup rail is at the halfway point of
the strings, which I think is weird because it would pick
up little of the even partials. The old jacks were were
stale and brittle. The new jacks are shortened standard
ones, with the old damper clips taken from the old. It
needs to have the big dampers because the strings are
relatively heavy and the sustain is extremely long since
there is no bridge to remove energy. "
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The Takeaway
by Kim Hoessly

Here are some things folks found useful from our February Meeting:
Kim: Learned from Chris that fluffing up hammers with a brass wire brush before
filing helps set up the fibers so you may not have to take off so many layers.
Liked the idea of spritzing the hammers with 70/30 isopropyl alcohol to help carry
the steam.
David Chadwick: I agree that the water/alcohol is a great pre treatment idea for
the hammer filing process. Also, the use of the the red felt key cloth covers for
laying over the wippens and inserting the action into the piano makes the hammer
mating process a breeze. Thanks.
Chris Burget: I thought it was interesting when Kim repinned the one hammer and
it cleaned up the sound a bit. It wasn't even that the hammer was really incredibly
loose, but bringing it back into that optimum range did seem to make an
improvement. So, for a hammer that is really loose, it would definitely improve
the tone as the travel and arc of the hammer would be "truer" and strike the strings
in the same spot on the hammer more consistently with less side to side wobble. I
also liked the idea of placing the long felt cloth under the knuckles when checking
for string timing as it seems more efficient than having to individually lift each
shank with a hook of some sort, so as to block each hammer against the strings.
David S.: The tool I had never seen before was the brush with the needlelike
steel bristles that can be used to gangneedle hammers. (I believe that is a brush
for cleaning metal files, I saw it at a Chapter meeting a few years ago when Piano
Gallery had a Yamaha concert technician in for a technical  Kim)
Todd Cramer: I enjoyed it. I thought there was a nice balance of time spent
talking, time watching the youtube piece and time with a hands on demo with that
used piano they had there. Nice job.
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PreVoicing The Piano

Thanks to Solich Piano Columbus for allowing us to use their showroom for our
February meeting as well as a piano for demonstration. The technical portion of the
meeting was lead by Kim Hoessly with a little help from myself, Chris Burget, as well as
a brief video by Richard Davenport. The subject of discussion was voicing with an
emphasis on prevoicing the piano.
So often when discussing voicing, two things come to mind: needling and juicing
hammers. There are however, as many of you know, dozens of other factors that can also
affect tonality. Things like the condition of the soundboard and bridges, downbearing of
strings, string leveling, hammertostring mating, overall hammer shape, and regulation
and friction of the action. Often, if not always, all of these things should be addressed
before breaking out the needles and juice. Much of what was offered assumed no serious
soundboard issues or cracking and delaminating bridge caps. Most of the discussion
related to issues of string seating, hammer mating, and some hammer shaping and
resurfacing with the light use of steam and a hammer iron. These are all things that can be
done before any needling or adding solutions to hammers, is considered.
First, Kim showed us some of her voicing tools including various files and needling
tools and wire brushes. Sometimes A "quick and dirty" solution is to take just a few
minutes to brush the hammers with a brass bristle brush. Sometimes, that is just enough to
move the felt a bit and slightly soften the tone of harsh hammers. She also demonstrated a
quick needling technique using what resembled a steel dog brush carefully pressed into
the shoulders of the hammers. It was almost like a "gang needling" technique, one might
say.
Next, she stressed in the imact of proper action regulation, with specific emphasis on the
center pinning and friction of hammer flanges. Loose pinning, even just slightly so, can
have an effect and she demonstrated as much by repinning a hammer flange and
reinserting it. The hammer, before repinning, swung about eight or nine times when
tested. Not super loose by any means, but not tight either. Upon reinsertion, the tone
cleaned up slightly. The basic idea is that the proper amount of friction here will provide
an arc of travel that is "truer" or straighter, if you will, with little to no sideplay, allowing
the hammer to strike the strings more squarely with consistency. Now, you may not do
that on every single piano you come across, but on a high performance piano it may, at
times, be something to consider.
We then all sat down to watch a video where Richard Davenport, RPT, demonstrated the
use of some of his tools that he manufactured. Even if one doesn't have the exact tools
used, one can still achieve similar results with similar tools. The implements consisted of
various stringmanipluating tools that were basically brass rods that were slotted and/or
hooked on the ends, as well as a mini bubble level. He showed how he will straighten, or
"square", the strings as they come off the bridge pins by massaging them horizontally so
as to snug and tighten the bends at the bridge pins. He does this lightly just inside the
speaking length and also at the rear pin in the rear duplex. Brass or wood, can be used
here, as long as the material is softer than the strings thus reducing the chance for any
kinks or knicks. He then dressed the rear duplex all the way down to the hitch pin with a
slotted brass rod. The same can also be done on the upper duplex above the capo bar. He
also showed seating of a string at the brige pin by hammering a rod that had a semi
circular cylidrical tip with a hole drilled in it so that it could fit over the bridge pin and simultaneously seat the string on both sides of the pin. (The
January 2016 Tech Tip shows a tool of Kim's that is rotated instead, thus minimizing any marring of the bridge notch.)
Davenport then finally demonstrated a mini bubble level with a magnet on the bottom. The level is placed on the strings and the magnet is just strong
enough to help keep it in place without pulling, or attracting, any unlevel strings. He also stressed the importance of placing it at the strike point and
lining it up so that it is parallel to the damper guide rail, as opposed to being strictly perpendicular to the strings. He even went so far as to have a
separate level sitting on the keybed and temporarily shimming one of the piano legs so that everything was level. There was some discussion about the
necessity of this because there may still be individual agraffes with holes that are not perfectly level so further hammer mating may be still be needed,
but I digress. Some techs just put a level on the stretcher and go from there. He would then adjust the outside strings until the bubble was centered in the
level. After plucking the outside strings he would then pluck the center string, and if it rang out more than the others, he would raise that one, little by
little, until it was muted like the rest, thus insuring they were level. After doing this the hammers must then be mated. As straight as piano strings at
tension appear to be to the naked eye, they may, in reality have very slight high and low spots, even while at rest.
Mating the hammers to the strings may involve respacing them, placing traveling paper under the flanges, burning the shanks, or filing specific
portions of the hammers. To test hammer mating in a grand, one typically will lightly depress the key with sostenuto engaged, then lift the shank with a
hook tool or bent wire and lightly block the hammer against the strings which are then plucked one by one to listen for any that ring out. This is fine for a
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(...prevoicing continued)

few individual notes but there is a streamlined way to do this on whole sections at a time.
Kim placed a long felt strip under the knuckles, then carefully replaced the action making
sure the hammers did not bind up on the pinblock upon reinsertion. This allows you to
block the hammers on the strings without the need for use of a hook or sotenuto. The
strings are then plucked as usual and any muted strings are then raised to match those that
ring. If, however, it has been detremined that the strings are in line but the hammer is off
then it is travelled/burned/spaced/filed as appropriate. One can use a pencil to mark on the
hammers any spots where the strings are more muted and selectively file on those spots.
One can go through and mark an entire section then pull the action and file. If there are a
lot, then marking the keys with chalk may help you to remember which notes are being
filed. In verticals, the hammer is merely pushed forward and blocked on the strings lightly
and the strings plucked. If it is determined that the strings must be adjusted, as opposed to
the hammer, then the strings that are more muted are then pushed forward to match those
that ring out.
After trying out a few of these techniques, I then demonstrated using steam on hammers
to help restore their shape. This too can voice hammers down a bit if needed, or help even
out sets that are inconsistent. Mainly, I was trying to show a way of maintaining proper
hammer shape while avoiding the removal of more felt than may be necessary. So, I think
of this as more of a prehammer shaping excercise than purely voicing, though it may
have an effect. This can be useful on highuse pianos in school settings where regular
hammer filing may actually be removing felt that is, in fact, sometimes reusable.
Sometimes the felt layers may be pressed down more than they are cut, so to speak, and
can be used further without removal. Also, I must emphasize some caution here. I am
NOT talking about drenching the hammers in steam in an effort to fundamentally change
tone, that is a whole other discussion. I am talking about focused quick bursts of light
steam to help puff up the fibers a bit without deep penetration. Also, you don't want
hammers popping off of their moldings.
First, I may get the felt moving a bit by very lightly brushing with a brass brush, or a
couple of passes with a sanding file. You're not really removing much, if any, felt here,
just getting the fibers to open up a bit to help accept the steam. However, if the hammers
are dirty then it may be wise to lightly file them to remove some of the dirt. I then have
70/30 isopropyl alcohol in a spray bottle that I use to give the hammers one or two squirts
of the solution. The alcohol will help the water penetrate the top layer. Rubbing alcohol
may also be used. Then I take a damp linen cloth and place it on the hammers. It is best to
use linen cloth that is free of any dyes or bleaches that may transfer or stain the hammers.
Linen will also last longer than other fabrics. Do not use anything synthetic that will melt
from direct heat. If possible, I try and use distilled water. The cloth is mildly damp, not
wet. Then I use an electric hammer iron that is available from Pianotek that is plugged
into a sliding light dimmer to help control the temperature (the inline dimmer that comes
with it requires splicing of the power cord, so I bought a light dimmer for $8 at a local
hardware store). Or you can use a traditional hammer iron with an alcohol lamp or hot
plate. If the iron gives a slight sizzle when touched to the dampened cloth you are ready to
begin. I place the linen strip on top of the hammers and lightly, and quickly, massage the
each hammer. Keep the iron moving. If you're trying to pinpoint a small and specific area
of the hammer, Kim suggests using the very tip of the iron. After going through a section,
I'll remove the strip and go over the hammers with the iron directly on the felt. Again, constant motion is important to prevent scorching. This will help
evaporate any trapped moisture and help the felt firm up a bit. At this point, I inspect the hammers and see how they look and how they feel to the touch.
If there is any dampness at all, I go back over them again with the iron on the felt, then I'll usually let them sit for a couple of minutes. Often times that is
all the steaming I do, and occasionally I'll make another pass or two if I feel it's necessary. On some sets, hammer grooves are noticeably reduced, others
may require another pass. I usually will do some light filing before deciding on another pass because that will often be what is needed to fluff up that top
layer. I then may use an 80 grit sanding file, or even just skip straight to 220 grit then 400 grit strips and so on, filing the hammers as usual, except that
less than half of the felt is actually removed had I not steamed first. Then I may pound the crowns of each hammer with the butt of a voicing tool handle
to help set the felt then go over with the iron to polish them off. Then I check how they sound in the piano.
This process is just one approach to maintaining hammer shape. I don't claim it's the best one, nor do I think it is always appropriate in all situations. It
does have it's critics, though sometimes for vastly different reasons. Too much steam and you may profoundly alter the felt, while others feel that very
light steaming, like I described, may not last long enough.
As usual, I must say that many more pages can be written on these subjects and some of the processes could be described in greater detail than is prac
tical here. However, here are some video links demonstrating some of the above methods: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0LB3dYLB9o and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8FQTabXCh3g
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Now what...?

Unknown
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Christopher Burget

Bryan Hartzler, RPT

Contributions and pictures for
the Buckeye Backcheck and the
web page are always welcome,
(even if they are only
peripherally related to pianos)!
 Chris Burget

Chapter Meeting
Tuesday, March 15
7:30pm

Mark Ritchie's Shop
6262 State Route 605
Westerville, OH 43082
6148557704
ritchiepiano@gmail.com
ritchiepianoservice.com
Topic:
Ins & Outs Of Key Bushing
Map:

goo.gl/maps/SRKDVo7PvPP2
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